


FOR MORE THAN 35 YEARS, SCOTT INNOVATIONS 
HAVE BEEN PART OF MANY SUCCESS STORIES –

BOTH IN FRONT OF THE ROAR OF TOURNAMENT CROWDS
AND IN THE QUIET OF THE WOODS. 

WHETHER YOU ARE AFTER ANTLERS OR HARDWARE, 
SHOOT THE RELEASE THAT SAVVY HUNTERS AND 
TOURNAMENT WINNERS SHOOT. SHOOT A SCOTT.

YOUR SHOOTING STYLE, YOUR SCOTT RELEASE

The single caliper head is a robust and 
reliable release. With few moving parts, 
the rugged design of the single caliper 
performs in the worst weather. The 
compact head delivers crisp activation 
shot after shot.

Dual caliper design delivers symmetrical 
distribution of friction. The loop is 
released cleaner and with less torque. 
A wide range of trigger adjustments 
offer increased options to customize the 
release for the individual archer.

Patent pending HyperJaw™ technology 
from Scott features independent 
operating jaws. This asymmetrical jaw 
design delivers unmatched opening 
response. The result is a clean release 
that eliminates torque. Every time.

Whether shooting paper, 3D, or bow 
hunting, some archers prefer hand held 
releases. These releases depend on 
the archer’s back muscles, leading to 
consistency in anchoring. 

Back tension releases from Scott use 
the ideal pivot point for release. Put 
simply, this means you shoot better with 
consistent results. With your  fingers 
free to get in the right position, you’ll be 
comfortable shot after shot.

The biggest advantage of a string loop 
style release is that you can load it onto 
your string loop without having to look. 
Scott™ string loop releases are auto-
cocking and ultra compact and produce 
very minimal string wear.



ECHO
HYPERJAW™ STYLE RELEASE
Scott engineers spent hundreds of 
hours to develop and test dozens of 
geometry configurations. The result is 
a never before seen configuration in 
archery releases.

FEATURES
• Patent pending design 
• HyperJaw™ Technology - independent jaws  
   eliminate torque 
• Off center design delivers high efficiency  
   opening response 
• Roller Trigger System for smooth,  
   adjustable trigger action 
• Shotgun style trigger has a familiar feel and  
   increased finger placement options 
• Ergonomic grip ridges allows for the same  
   placement every time  
• True fold back capability so you can tuck the  
   head out of the way



FEATURES
• Featuring the new, cam-lock fold back connector 
   strap that tucks back out of the way
• Stainless steel single jaw
• Forward Knurled Trigger design maximizes 
   draw length and bow speeds
• Adjustable trigger travel
• Proven Scott single caliper Roller Sear design
• Ergonomic head

WILDCAT 2
SINGLE CALIPER RELEASE
The WildCat 2 builds on the popular 
design of the original Scott WildCat.
It features an ergonomic head for comfort 
and performance when you need it most.

FEATURES
• Roller Trigger System for smooth trigger return
• Featuring the new, cam-lock fold back connector strap that 
   tucks back out of the way
• Stainless steel auto closing jaw
• New, curved trigger design provides a distinct feel and increased 
   finger placement options
• Ergonomic head helps with repeatable finger placement
• Adjustable trigger travel
• Proven Scott single caliper Roller Sear design
• Solid swivel connector with 5-hole spiral length adjustment

RECON
ROLLER TRIGGER SYSTEM
Finding the sign. Glassing the fields. 
Playing the wind. Picking your spot. 
Don’t ever doubt your Recon.



FOX
SINGLE CALIPER RELEASE
The Fox is designed for smaller hands and 
wrist sizes. The overall small design makes 
this a great choice for compact bows.

FEATURES
• Solid swivel connector with patented 5-hole 
   length adjustment
• Forward Knurled Trigger maximizes 
   draw length
• Patented angled jaw design for better
   string clearance
• Downsized strap and buckle

QUICK-SHOT
SINGLE CALIPER RELEASE 
The new Scott Quick-Shot release delivers 
unmatched accuracy and reliability in an 
affordable design. The Quick-Shot comes 
standard on our leather buckle strap and 
has an infinitely adjustable rope connector 
to fit any size archer.

FEATURES
• Delivers unmatched accuracy and reliability  
   in an affordable design
• Single jaw caliper release featuring Scott’s  
   signature Roller Sear design for ultra-crisp  
   trigger activation
• Comes standard with a comfortable leather  
   buckle strap and rope connector that is  
   infinitely adjustable to fit any archer



SHARK
DUAL CALIPER RELEASE
The Shark is the all-time best selling dual 
caliper release. A classic in the Scott™ lineup 
and still trusted by howhunters everywhere.

FEATURES
• Best selling dual caliper archery release
• Solid swivel connector with patented 5-hole  
   length adjustment
• Forward Knurled Trigger  
   maximizes draw length

FEATURES
• Solid swivel connector with patented  
   5-hole length adjustment 
• Forward Knurled Trigger  
   maximizes draw length 
• Patented angled jaw design for better 
   string clearance 

LITTLE GOOSE
SINGLE CALIPER RELEASE
A Scott™ Archery best seller. The Little 
Goose is a time-tested design trusted by 
archers around the world.



TALON
HOOK STYLE RELEASE
The Talon is the straightest shooting hook 
style release available today. The Talon 
delivers 100% hook clearance - creating 
extreme accuracy and tunability.

FEATURES
• More tension adjustment than any other release
• 100% loop clearance - no more string “ticks”
• Fully adjustable trigger and travel adjustment
• Grip ridges for accurate pull
• Nine different length adjustments
• Interchangeable trigger (swept or straight)
• Auto reset returning hook
• Single sear design

CALIPER
DUAL CALIPER RELEASE
The Caliper is the original Scott dual 
caliper release. It continues to stand 
the test of time. If you are looking for an 
extremely reliable release in the field, 
choose the Caliper.

FEATURES
• The original dual caliper Scott Archery release
• Solid swivel connector with Scott’s  
   patented multi length adjustments
• Forward Knurled Trigger for superior grip  
   and versatility

Also available with 
the Caliper Grip



PURSUIT
THUMB BUTTON HUNTING RELEASE
It’s the moment of truth. You’ve been 
chasing this all season. Don’t take chances 
with just any release. It’s not just about 
trophies – it’s all about the Pursuit. 

FEATURES
• Target inspired multi-sear technology 
   utilized to provide best-in-class 
   crisp trigger feel
• Three and four finger extension included
• Fully adjustable trigger position 
• Adjustable trigger travel
• Scott’s rope connector delivers infinite 
   length adjustment for any archer
• Ergonomic handle

SIGMA
THUMB BUTTON RELEASE
The Sigma offers a more comfortable 
feel with a new, more ergonomic handle. 
You can feel the difference at full draw, 
allowing you to be relaxed and confident. 
Ultimately, the proof is on the podium. 

FEATURES
• Highly engineered for maximum accuracy
• Ergonomic shape provides ultimate feel
• Closed position full radius tapered handle 
   for consistent hand position
• Fully adjustable trigger and 
   travel adjustment
• Machined 440 stainless steel  
   internal components



LONGHORN HEX
BACK TENSION RELEASE
The  Scott™ Hex is the perfect realease for 
those that want the comfort and confidence 
of a wrist strap with the accuracy of a 
back tension.

FEATURES
• Two finger design
• Open ergonomic full-radius handle
• Perfect option for someone wanting to learn  
   to shoot a back tension release
• Pivoting roller design allows the archer to  
   comfortably draw their bow without concern  
   of premature misfiring
• Patented rope connector for infinite 
   length adjustment

LONGHORN 
HUNTER
BACK TENSION RELEASE
This three finger back tension release is 
built for the hunter, based on our proven 
Longhorn platform. A tradition of winning 
translated into a release that you can take 
into the woods with confidence.  

FEATURES
• Three finger design
• Open ergonomic full radius handle
• The answer for hunters wanting to shoot a  
   back tension release
• Patented rope connector for infinite 
   length adjustment



FEATURES
• Patent pending dual sear locking design 
• Micro adjustable travel
• Micro adjustable click distance
 • Thumb peg for drawing assistance
• Stainless steel bracket
• Ergonomic, heavyweight stainless 
   steel handle 
• Available in three standard sizes:  
   four finger large, three finger large, 
   three finger medium

ASCENT
BACK TENSION RELEASE
The Ascent has a new, aggressive design 
that delivers comfort and confidence at 
full draw. Micro adjustments to travel 
and click distance deliver performance 
custom built for you.

FEATURES
• Reduced handle size for smaller hands
• Light weight
• Stainless steel adjustable moon with click
• Three finger design
• Ergonomic tapered handle

MINI 
ADVANTAGE
BACK TENSION RELEASE
Built on the incredible success of 
Scott’s Advantage, this release puts 
the same stability and performance in a 
smaller package.



ADVANTAGE
BACK TENSION RELEASE
With the Scott Advantage, you’ve found 
what you need to boost your score. Built 
from our most successful handle design, 
these tournament-focused back tension 
releases put all your focus where it needs to 
be – on aiming. 

FEATURES
• Lightweight 
• Three finger design
• Adjustable moon with click
• Thumb peg for drawing assistance

PRO
ADVANTAGE
BACK TENSION RELEASE
Hand polished, machined brass shooting 
machines.The Pro Advantage features 
Scott’s podium-producing accuracy 
and feel.

FEATURES
• Three finger design for large hands
• Open ergonomic full radius handle



NATHAN BROOKS

DARRIN CHRISTENBERRY CHANCE BEAUBOUEF

BABYHORN
BACK TENSION RELEASE
The Babyhorn is a scaled down version of 
our popular Longhorn platform. It keeps 
your focus where it belongs – on aiming.

FEATURES
• Three finger design for small hands
• Open ergonomic full radius handle
• Interchangeable thumb pegs included

EMILY MCCARTHY 

JUSTIN HANNAH

JACOB MARLOW CHRIS HACKER

JOSEPH GOZA TOMMY GOMEZ



HYPER JAW™ ROLLER SINGLE CALIPER DUAL CALIPER HOOK

ECHO RECON WILDCAT 2 QUICK-SHOT FOX LITTLE GOOSE SHARK CALIPER TALON

SOLID SWIVEL • • • • • • •

NYLON STRAP • •

5 OR MORE HOLE ADJUSTMENT • • • • • •

AVAILABLE BUCKLE (BLACK) • • • • • • • • •

AVAILABLE BUCKLE (CAMO) • • • • • • •

THUMB BUTTON BACK TENSION

PURSUIT SIGMA LONGHORN
HEX

LONGHORN 
HUNTER ASCENT MINI 

ADVANTAGE ADVANTAGE PRO  
ADVANTAGE BABYHORN

INTERCHANGEABLE EXTENSIONS •

STAINLESS STEEL BRACKET • • • •

ROTATING INDEX HOLE

AVAILABLE BUCKLE (BLACK)

AVAILABLE BUCKLE (CAMO) • • •

The Outdoor Group
1325 John Street
W. Henrietta, NY 14586
(877) 503-5483

www.scottarchery.com
LIABILITY DISCLAIMER  
The Outdoor Group, LLC is not liable for any personal injury, 
death, or property damage that may result from your use of this 
product.  The user of this product assumes all risks of property 
damage or injury to yourself and others that may arise from its 
use.  Use of this product binds the user to this agreement. 

NEVER DRAW YOUR BOW WITHOUT 
AN ARROW, AND NEVER POINT YOUR 
BOW IN AN UNSAFE DIRECTION.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF USE
Your Scott™ Release may be used 
with a string loop, or directly off 
the bowstring in combination with 
an eliminator button or synthetic 
nocking point.  
DO NOT USE ANY SCOTT™ RELEASE 
IN COMBINATION WITH ANY METAL 
LOOP DEVICE OR ALLOW THE RELEASE 
JAWS TO COME INTO DIRECT 
CONTACT WITH A METAL NOCK SET. 
Doing so will damage your 
Scott™ Release.

For a complete list of patents, please 
visit: www.scottarchery/patents


